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ANNIVERSARY For N-Game ABOUT THE REC
In 4th Game Saturday
Ex-Chairman Bentel
Reflects on Paper’s
Last 50 Years
By Mark Freeman
On Sept. 21, 1934, Franklin Delano
Roosevelt was President, Benny Good.
man was the king of swing, and the Spartan Daily published for the first time.
Now, we have a new President, Good man’s clarinet sways from time to time on
some stations but the Daily is still daily.
Dwight Bentel, chairman of the journalism department from 1934 to 1973 and
first adviser to the Daily, began publishin the first student daily newspaper
in California 50 years ago and never
thought it would last this long.
"At the time I walked in, I was told by
people who had previously tried to do it
(publish a daily newspaper) that it
couldn’t be done," Bentel said. "It could,
and we did."
It was San Jose State College then,
wits, an enrollment of about 3,800. Bentel
said he published the paper for $47 a day,
and they relied on student body support
and sporadic advertising.
"Our funding was so skimpy it was
hard to believe," he said. "It was a real
narrow thing from one day to the next
Now it’s San Jose State University
with an enrollment of about 25,000, and
the Daily’s printing coats are about $535 a
day. The daily hasn’t missed any scheduled publications between 1934 and 1984,
something of which Bentel is proud.
Bentel said he was at first more of an
editor than an advisor. Dan Cavannaugh,
the first editor, was concerned with format and worried less about copy. so that is
where Bentel focused his work, he said.
He acted as a city and news editor,
reading stories before going to print.
"I was not like a censor, but I did all
that to make sure all the copy read well,"
he said.
And the copy has changed dramatically, he said.
"Our goal was to seriously and responsibly cover the campus, and we covered it pretty well,- he said. "Now, the
Daily has branched out to cover more
than just the campus."
"I think it was a needed and good
change.T.W. MacQuarrie, president of San
Jose State College, did not like bulletin
boards on campus and he wanted the
Daily to take the place of them, Bentel
said.
(Continued on Page Three)

NOTICE!!
Today is our 50th anniversary, and we
decided to have a party on page one.
At the top of the page is the original
Spartan Daily flag. The first issue was produced by journalism adviser Dwight Bentel
and a group of 17 editors. It wasn’t the first
paper San Jose State College published.
There was a previous newspaper on campus
from 1911 to 1934.
Fifty years later, our front page features
today’s stories typeset in the closest style we
could find to similate the old style of newspaper journalism.
On the back page is the Sept. 21, 1934
front page. Please note that the volume numwhich represents the age of a publicaber
is 23 not one, because the previous
tion
paper was published 23 years.
The hack page has been enlarged to fill
the space. We reproduced it to show readers
what the Daily looked like. But more importantly, the page represents a day of history
for this university.
Coincidentally, the Spartans played
Stanford on Sept. 22, 50 years ago. Please
note the game hype on the 1934 front page.
By the way, we lost the Stanford game
50 years ago, 48-0.
Let’s carry this deja vu only so far.

By Kevin Mendoza
The Associated Students Board of Directors allocated $550 Wednesday to Tau
Delta Phi for a nuclear crisis simulation
game, even though the Special Allocations Committee recommended no allocation.
The money is needed to coordinate a
forum on the international debt crisis and
to organize two sessions of a nuclear crisis
simulation game called "Firebreaks 11 "said Fred Krumbein, forum committee
chair of Tau Delta Phi.
"Firebreaks II" is a game where participants emulate world leaders and
"play" through an international conflict in
the Persian Gulf. Participants and observers gain insight of what is at stake in an international crisis that is escalating toward
nuclear war.
Tau Delta Phi originally requested
$3,521.
Sharon Olivier, A.S. controller and
chairwoman of Special Allocations, said
the committee did not want to allocate
money to Tau Delta Phi because it already had a relatively large amount in its
budget. She felt that the money should go
tomore financially -troubled organizations.
"They’ve made no effort to become
self-supporting,- Olivier said.
After the meeting, Krumbein said he
(Continued on Page Three)

San Jose City Council
Files Suit to Recover
$60 Million Bond Loss

Opinion Gathering is
Crucial Segment of
SUBOD’s Plan
By Mary Green
The Student Union Board of Directors’ chairman is feeling frustrated in his
attempt to inform SJSU students about
the proposed Recreation and Events Center.
"I am pissed -off at the Spartan Daily
editors for printing an editorial opposing
the Rec Center before all the information
is out,- Chairman Jeff Coughlan said
Tuesday.
"We are trying to do something positive and it’s a little frustrating having people continually spit in our faces,- he said.
In an attempt to educate SJSU students about the facility, board members
met in a steering committee Tuesday afternoon to create a plan for informing students about the four alternate Rec Center
plans.
Information dissemination and opinion gathering on the Rec Center will be
done primarily in four ways.
SUBOD plans to run four advertisements in the Spartan Daily, conduct two
detailed forums and surveys, conduct a
random survey and post informational flyers.
Program Board Director Alan Day
gave the steering committee the pi Jposa
to conduct the random survey. He sug
gested that in a three to four day period a
Scantron-type survey be given to students
in randomly selected classrooms.
With the survey, a short information
(Continued on Page Three)

By Paul Kozakiewicz
The city of San Jose filed suit yesterday in the U.S. District Court to recover
$60 million that was lost earlier this year
by a bad investment policy.
The suit names the city’s former accounting firm of Price Waterhouse and
Company, along with 13 investment brokers as defendants. They are alleged of
breaching Federal. State and common law
while entrusted with the management of
he city’s investment and stock trading
policy.
The City Council approved the lawsuit in executive session yesterday.
Representing San Jose in litigation is
the New York law firm of Milberg, Weiss,
Bershad, Specthrie and Lerach.
"We allege that the brokers violated
California corporate code provisions, California business and professional code provisions, breached fiduciary obligations,
that they were negligent in the manner
they performed their duties and responsibilities to the city, that they breached contracts entered into by the city and violated
the express instructions given to them by
city personel. The city was forced to engage in open reverse purchase agreements, a type of speculative activity specifically phrohibited by state law," said
Milton Weiss, who represented the law
firm at the press conference.
"With respect to Price Waterhouse,
we alledge that in addition to violations of
federal anti -fraud provisions, (Price Waterhouse) violated the contract they entered into with the city of San Jose and engaged in activities that were negligent and
constituted professional malpractice,"
Weiss said.
Weiss expects litigation to continue
for up to three years. He also said additional suits may be filed against seven brokers who were not named in the original
suit filed yesterday.
San Jose Mayor Tom McEnery said,
"We are looking forward to persuing this
law suit. The citizens of San Jose have suffered a considerable loss; it’s our responsibility as mayor and council members to do
everthing we can to make a recovery of
that loss and that’s exactly what we intend
to do."

CFA Negotiations
Still Unsettled
After Talks

Abuse in Home
Subject of Talk
To Dorm Group

By Dan Fitch
By Mike Di Marco
Fifty years ago today, on this very
spot on the front page, the Spartan Daily
One of every three women and one in ran
a preview for the upcoming Stanford
five men will be molested by the time football
game.
they reach 18 years old, said Anna Kuhl, a
Fifty years ago this Saturday, at Stanforensic psychologist, during an open
ford Stadium, SJSU was beaten 48-0.
forum discussion last night in Joe West
Hopefully, all similarities concerning the
Hall.
date will end there.
Kuhl, who is also an SJSU assistant
The past three years, under head
professor in the Administration of Justice
coach Jack Elway and defensive coordinaDepartment, said family violence, includtor Claude Gilbert, the Spartans have
ing wife -beating and child abuse, "is one
beaten Stanford on The Farm.
of the most serious problems we face
This year, Elway will work on the
today.- In addition, it is a self-perpetuating problem that affects all segments of Stanford side of the field, and use his offensive wizardry against his old team and
society.
good friend, Gilbert.
"When someone is molested as a
"Some of the toughest fights are with
child," Kuhl said, "we find they are likely
to abuse their child. And they, in turn, are
likely to molest their children.
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As a forensic psychologist, Kuhl is
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can
said, forensic psychologists
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if a child has been abused. "Little kids do
certain things,- Kuhl said. "They don’t
lie."
your best friend,- Elway said earlier this
An effective tool used by Kuhl is ana- week. "I’m very fond of San Jose. and
have a lot of friends there."
tomically correct dolls one to represent
each member of the family.
(Continued on Page Six)
"Kids will act out what happened to
them and by whom,- she said.

The youngest victim Kuhl interviewed was nine months old. "She was so
severly abused, she had to have a hysterectomy,- she said.
Salary contracts for 19,000 California
Kuhl said children will often exhibit
State University faculty members remain
unsettled today following a meeting by
(Continued on Page Four)
the trustees in Long Beach Wednesday.

By Amy Yannello

The CSU continues to offer California Faculty Association members an 8.35
percent increase, retroactive to July I.
with an additional 1 percent added in January.
Throughout its negotiations the past
year, CFA has maintained there is enough
funds allocated by the state legislature to
give members an "across-the-board" 10
percent pay increase.

Gilbert Depending on
Speed In Hopes
For Victory

Interim Chief of Police
Returns after 11 Weeks
of Schooling with FBI
By John McCreadie

"We are still asking the CSU to show
Interim Police Chief/Lt. Maurice E.
us their figures,- said Scott Rice, presi- Jones has returned to the SJSU campus
dent of the CFA chapter on campus. after completing an intensive 11 -week FBI
"We’re simply not going to take their course.
word for it that they don’t have the
"It’s real good to be back," Jones said.
money, because we believe that they do."
Jones began his studies at the FBI Na160 CFA members from the 19-cam- tional Academy in Quantico, Va. last July.
pus system gathered outside of the trust"The National Academy is considees meeting Wednesday to voice their pro- ered the West Point of law enforcement,"
tests.
Jones said. "It’s a very prestigious school."
During his absence, the duties of po"It was a very impressive demonstration,- Rice said. "There were an awful lot lice chief fell on the shoulders of Lt. Larry
of people inside that were made uncom- K. James.
James said he is happy Jones is ba,k,
fortable by our presence. commenting it "makes life a little easier."
salary
of
percentage
to
the
In addition
Jones became interim police chief in
increases, the group voiced objections to
March 1984 after Police Chief Earnest
the policy handed down by CSU, which
Quinton left the positon for health readenies instructors who are involved in the
sons. It is still unknown whether Quinton
collective bargaining process the ability to
will return to the campus. However, Exechire substitute teachers when they are
utive Vice President J. Handel Evans said
called down to the bargaining tables.
it is unlikely Quinton will return.
"Their refusal to give members of the
Evans said the university will adverbargaining team time off from their jobs tise when it is ready to accept applications
has certainly slowed down the process," for a permanent police chief.
said Peter Coyne, president of the CFA
"Mr. Quinton is still on our payroll,"
chapter at Humbolt University.
Evans said."He is on sick leave."
Quinton’s sick leave will be up some"By denying them the right to hire
which
at
November
in
substitutes, instructors have been forced time
(Continued on Page Four)
(Continued on Page Three)

EOP WILL OPEN
NEW OFFICE FOR
ITS OPERATIONS
The Educational Opportunity Program will open a new temporary office
today in Sweeney Hall Room 33, to house
the program’s recruitment, admissions
and records operations.
Relocation of the operations puts the
program in closer proximity of each other,
said EOP Associate Director Peter
Michel.
EOP’s recruitment, admissions and
records office was in the Old Women’s
Gym. But on Aug. 26, the gym was gutted
by a fire which destroyed the office.
The director’s office was then relocated to the "0" Building at Seventh and
San Carlos streets and program operations moved to Sweeney Hall Room 210.
Records dating back to the program’s
beginnings in 1967 were lost in the fire, he
said, adding that the loss would have long
term consequences.
Records of accepted students in the
program were stored elsewhere, but
about 50 other records were destroyed.
Daily record operations were also lost,
Michel said.
EOP became part of the California
State University system in ’69. It provides
grants and supports low income students
who show potential f r college. The state
of California funds EOP.
More than 2,500 students apply for
EOP annually, but only about 400 are accepted each year.
Applicants must come from low income families, show motivation for college and be an undergraduate student or a
transfer student from a community college.
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Learning a dangerous lesson
-The police pulled me over at 2 a.m.
I was on my motorcycle. I had been traveling at 75
miles per hour in a 25 mile per hour zone, with no shoes on
my feet, shirt on my back, or helmet on my head, and
there was vomit all over my arms and pants.
1 -could easily have killed someone.
. You’ve read it all before. Drunk drivers are responsible for nearly half of the 50,000 traffic fatalities each year.
More people die at the hands of drunk drivers each year
than died in the entire Viet Nam war This doesn’t include

Dan
Fitch
the thousands maimed or permanently disabled by drunk
drivers each year.
The officer told me to walk a crack on the sidewalk.
I couldn’t see the crack.
He pulled my arms behind my back, cuffed my wrists
together, and set me down on the back seat of his car. I
was read my rights, and as he pulled away from the curb
to take me to jail, I watched my motorcycle spin slowly as
it dangled from the back of a tow truck.
I could easily have killed myself.
Humiliation is what the drunk tank is all about. It is a
small square room with bench seats, an open toilet, and
phones attached to the walls like snails on a sidewalk. The
yellow walls have a waxy texture and seem to drip with
grime.
In the tank, or "fishbowl." most of the men sat and
smoked while others laid under the benches, seemingly
stuck to the floor. There were some derelicts, but for the
most part every section of our culture was represented.
A 35 year-old playboy in Burmuda shorts and leather
loafers sat next to me and laughed while telling of how he
wrecked his wife’s car for the third time. A 300 pound Chicano fellow sat on the other side, and we looked at each
other and shook our heads in unspoken agreement after a
guy with a shaved head ordered a pizza on one of the
phones, and then punched the wall after hanging up. A
business type in a blue suit sat and stared at the floor
white a fat little man in a grey suit yelled at the clerk to let
him out
.A..while later a blond kid was led in. HirSkull, arms,
and one ear were wrapped in bandages splotched with
blood. He looked like he belonged in a hospital, and his
glazed eyes stared vacantly.

He looked like he might have killed someone.
After I had been there two hours we were given two
pieces of white bread dashed with mustard, and stuck to a
slice of bologna.
An officer entered the room and spoke to a huge man
laying on the floor in a drunken sleep. The guy wouldn’t
get up so the cop nudged him with his foot. He still
wouldn’t get up, so the officer grabbed his hand, balled it
into a fist, and squeezed the knuckles hard. The man
screamed and staggered to his feet, and was led out of the
room by the officer, who was half the man’s size.
After seven hours I was let out. And then the real humiliation began.
On my day in court I arrived at the courtroom to find
it jammed with people, all facing the same charge. We
were funneled one by one to the judge who sentenced
those of us who immediatly pleaded guilty. Our blood alcohol level was read aloud.
One man’s blood was so immersed in alcohol that he
theoretically should have been close to death, not behind
the wheel of an automobile. The entire room broke into
laughter when he told the judge he had driven because he
felt his buddy "was too drunk to drive."
The judge was amazed the guy hadn’t killed anybody.
Occasionally a wealthy man, armed with a wealthy
lawyer, would plead "not guilty," and be given a date to
have his case tried before a jury.
I paid a large fine and had to attend an alcohol
"awareness" class for eight weeks.
There were 15 people in the class, most of whom were
like me, and some who weren’t. There were businessmen,
students, housewives, machinists, and once a week for
two hours we learned of the physical and psychological
aspects of alcohol.
We learned how many drinks our particular bodies
could ingest and stay within the legal limit, and tricks to
use at parties to keep from drinking too much.
We learned where to go if we felt we had a problem
with alcohol and how to deal with the loss of self-esteem
resulting from our arrest.
A few people took the class seriously and got something out of it, but most were glad to get it over with.
Out in the parking lot, on the way to my motorcycle
after the final class, a guy grinned and said he was going
to get a beer.
Under the new law, a first time conviction for drunk
driving requires a two day prison or work sentence. I
talked to a guy who had to pick up trash on the side of the
freeway. He wore a bright orange vest, and along with 10
other people combed the shoulder of the road for trash. He
said it was humiliating.
I don’t know what the mother of a child killed by a
drunk driver would think of our humiliation.
I only know that people are getting killed.

A nice way to add to your junk
One gets used to the everyday barrage of insults to
the intelligence via television commercials. But when it
comes to inventiveness, back -of-the-magazine advertising beats television hands down.
I realized this one evening while preparing a joke to
play on a friend. ( Imagine his surprise, when, a few
weeks later, he started receiving a number of pamphlets
asking the famous question: Do you want to be a model,

Amy
Yannello
or just look like one?) Anyway, the point is that I suddenly
realized that advertising takes on a whole other dimension when it comes in the form of mail-order products.
You want variety?
We’ve got Sun Tan Pills. These little beauties contain
no artificial dyes or colors, (yet instruct the user to take
two or more tablets per day "depending on how tan" he or
she wishes to become). They come with a handy book on
sun tanning facts and a toll-free number. (In Illinois call
1-312-655-4191.)
How about a 5-Digit Push-Button Padlock. Now
there’s a handy item.
Some ads favor the "hit them with the obvious" technique.
"Address Labels With Nice Designs" reads one.
(Reading the small print, you find that the same guy who
makes the nifty lock also makes the labels - there must
be a lot to do in Boulder, Co).
There are ads for both the growth and removal of

hair. Growing Glory guarantees that your hair will be reinforced, thickened and strengthened 136 percent in
just 5 to 10 days! The model, of course, has hair the length
of Rapunzel’s.
One can also purchase an electrolysis devise which
removes unsightly and unwanted hair within seconds
never to return again.
Some ads are informative and deal with serious subjects, such as ear pinning and tummy tucking. For just
818.50 you receive a 60-page illustrated book enabling you
to "separate fact from fiction" when it comes to understanding plastic surgery.
A personal favorite of mine are the sap and sincerity
ads. Take the one entitled "Never Again Be Hurt By
LOVE." In the left hand corner, there’s a photo of Dr. Ken
Piazza, (looks like pizza on first glance), M.D.
Dr. Ken has that "I couldn’t hurt a fly" look on his
face, and underneath the photo, there are testimonials
from folks ( like you and me?) who tell their tale of woe
and assure us that Doc Ken has, indeed, changed their
lives. (Or at least taken a chunk out of their pockets).
According to the text, the good doctor has "treated thousands of unhappy people people just like you, who desperately need a new way to love and be loved." (Quick,
I’m getting nauseous, call a doctor).
After reading a few of these literary masterpieces, I
started thinking about entering this exciting and challenging field. Heck, why not? This is obviously a field
where anything goes, right?
How about paperclip sculptures? No longer will you
have to bend and mutilate an otherwise useful item. For
just $10.98, we will send you three dozen Already -Bent Paperclips to adorn your desk. Remember, bent paperclips
say to people, "here’s someone who spends a lot of time
deep in thought." Already -Bent Paperclips will allow you
to concentrate on more important things, like going to
lunch.
Who knows? Perhaps this will net enough dough to entice me away from the overworked, underpaid world of
.
journalism. Then again

Letters to the Editor
GE, that’s really pretty stupid
Editor,
The GE Advisement Center, through a form letter,
has informed the faculty that appointments will only be
scheduled for students who have a "personally signed
form (no rubber stamps)," from their academic advisor.
Each student is entitled to one visit, although no penalty is
described for the dim-witted who need a second session.
This is a marvelous idea. If the permission slip is a
success in curbing excessive use of the GE Advisement
Center, there is no reason to doubt that it could do much to
relieve congestion in the bathrooms, the Clark Library.
the Spartan Pub and the Seventh Street Garage.
Students wishing to use these facilities (no rubber
stamps, please), would first have to get a signed permission slip from their faculty advisor certifying that a student had a "serious and compelling reason" to use the facilities.
Of course, one can’t trust the faculty too far on this
matter. After all, both department chairs and school
deans have to personally sign requests for faculty office
keys, so the ultimate solution might be for the department
chair and the dean to countersign all permission slips. In
extreme cases, the academic vice president should be
consulted. This would occur if the student showed a pattern of using the bathroom or the GE Advisement Center
on a regular basis.
The students should appreciate the new permission
form that entitles them to one free visit to the GE Advisement Center. It gives them yet another opportunity to
visit three different offices just to get the paperwork filled
out to talk with someone in a fourth office. Of course, the
GE Advisement Center will continue to operate the dropin information desk, but apparently if they cannot answer
the question, the student must return to the academic advisor for a permission slip to make a regular appointment. Logically, making an appointment by telephone
will be out of the question. The student will personally
have to show up just to show they have the right "pass" to
exercise the right of making an appointment.
If there is sufficient demand, perhaps a 1 to 3 unit
course titled I.S. 180
Independent Study in Bureaucratic Organization could be added to the GE cognate course offerings in the "life experience" category.
The MBPS method ( Management by Permission
Slip), could also be a money raiser. Coupon books, with 10
permission slips, could be sold at the Spartan Bookstore.
By having students pay for advisement, this could cut
down on the number of GE cheaters (those that don’t
really need the service).
The use of permission slips is really a sophisticated
idea that shows the wisdom of the GE Advisement Center
and the Council of Deans. Most of us would have thought
of such simple-minded solutions as (1) redesigning the
transfer student evaluation form so students could read
it, (2) regular GE orientation to all faculty, (3) streamlining the GE requirements so they would be easy to follow,
(4) providing all student transcripts to departmental offices so faculty could do a better job of advising and (5)
hiring more staff in the GE Advisement Center.
President (Gail) Fullerton, in a recent press conference, was worried that crime news affected the image of
the university. What may affect the attitude of the students and the retention of them may not be crime, but the
rape of them by a bureaucratic monster that seems to be
the only area that has shown a percentage increase over
last year.
(My department chair did not give me permission
or a rubber stamp to write this).
Dennis I.. Wilcox
Professor
Public Relations

The forum page is your page. The Daily encour
ages readers’ comments on any topic. The viewpoints
expressed in opinion articles and cartoons are those of
the author. Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.
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Talkman
How do you handle cheaters?

"I confront them with
their cheating, make some
effort to help them understand the seriousness of
their actions, and make
them live with the consequences."
Benton White
Professor
Religious Studies

"I teach in a graduate
program so I rarely encounter it. If a student plagiarizes, I confront the student and give them the
option of changing their
project or bringing in the
material so we can go over
It.,.
Bert Muhli
Professor
Urban and Regional
Planning

"I throw the book at
them. Actually I give them
the crib sheets so they
don’t have to cheat, because lam more interested
in how they can apply principals."
Joe Becker
Professor
Physics

"I haven’t had any
knowledge that someone
was taking another’s ideas.
If the speech sounds
canned I know it."
Herb Craig
Professor
Public Speaking
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THE STEAMING JUNGLE HE
LED HIS GANG OF FREELANCE
MERCENARIES TO BLAST AN ILLEGAL
CammiE GOVERNMENT TO IfELL - - -

MACHO

MOVIE%

PRESENTS

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE EiLi
STARRING RONALD ( LtRoi) PEAQAN
AND A CAST OC OVER 6.MAYBE 7 RUMS

Editorial appearing on this page are the opinion of the Spartan
Duly. Opinion pieces and cartoons express the views of the au
Ikon. However, this is your page and we encourage your participation in it. All letters must bear the writers name, signature,
major, phone number and class standing. The phone number is for
verification purposes only and will not be printed. The Spartan
Daily reserves the right to edit all letters tor libel and length.
letters car be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in Dwight Bentel
H.

"I haven’t had any.
Probably because I rigorously monitor my exams.
If I did I’d flunk them, (at)
minimum,"
Doug McIntyre
Professor
Public Administration
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A.S. funds nuclear game
$550 allocation for nuclear crisis simulation exercise
continued from page
was not sure of what
the cost
of organizing the two sessions would
be, but he did not think $550 was
enough.
Krumbein said Special Allocations mistook the revenue that Tau
Delta Phi received for publishing The
Tower List as funds that could be
used for organizing the game sessions. "We can’t touch that money,"
he said.
Krumbein said Tau Delta Phi
will proceed with plans to organize
the sessions.
"We will work in good faith and
hope it can be done," Krumbein said.
"I hope we won’t have to sacrifice
quality."
He said Tau Delta Phi will hold
fund-raisers and solicit donations
from other campus groups.
Krumbein said participants for
the game would be SJSU students,
faculty members, prominent people
in the business community, and the
media.
The allocation came with the
stipulation that one-third of the participants be SJSU students. The
board felt that students and the community would benefit from playing
the game.
"There is a far-reaching educational value beyond just playing the
game," said John Stipicevich, director of non-traditional minority affairs. He said because the game centers on conflict in the Persian Gulf, it
is relevant to students.
The A.S. board also followed the
recommendations of the Special Allocations committee and allocated $2,360 among four other campus organizations at the meeting: $300 to the
Association of Computing Machinery: $400 to the Campus Democrats:
$360 to the SJSU College Republi-

cans; and $1,300 to the A.S. BASS
ticket outlet project.
The board also agreed to loan the
Campus Democrats $200 for T-shirts.
The group must pay A.S. back by
May I, 1985.
"If they can’t pay back the loan
in time, they’ll have to ask the board
for an extension," Olivier said.
Jean Lenart, A.S. Business Administrator, said if a group gets an

extension from the board, it may be
subject to an interest charge. The
board has the power to determine the
rate, she said.
A.S. President Michael Schneider said SJSU President Gail Fullerton must approve the allocation
for the BASS outlet - all allocations
over $1,000 require the approval of
the president.
Special Allocations previously allocated $200 to the American Institute

BASS ticket outlet clears
another campus hurdle
By Kevin Mendoza
Daily staff writer
The proposed Bay Area Seating Service ticket outlet came one
step closer to becoming a fixture
on campus at Wednesday’s Associated Students Board of Directors meeting.
The board followed the recommendation of the Special Allocations Committee and voted unanimously to allocate $1,300 to the
A.S. for the installation and rental
of BASS equipment.
Michael
President
A.S.
Schneider said the next step is to
Fullerton
Gail
President
SJSU
get
to approve the allocation.
All allocations over $1,000 require the approval of the university president.
Jean Lenart, A.S. business officer, said it takes about two
weeks to obtain the president’s approval. "It will be a couple of
weeks before the money is available," Lenart said.
The board agreed to the stipulation that the allocation be a
loan that must be paid back to the
A.S. by May 1, 1986.
Lenart said no interest fees

are charged to A.S. groups unless
a request to extend the due date is
granted. If an extension is
granted, the board can impose
and determine an interest charge,
Lenart said.
Board members also agreed
to make all profits from the sale of
tickets non-reverting. Normally.
if an A.S.-funded group has money
left in its budget at the end of the
fiscal year, the money automatically reverts back to the A.S. general fund. By making the profits
non-reverting, the A.S. will be
able to keep the profits.
The $1,300 allocation will
cover $500 for start-up fees and
rental fees for a four-month period. The start-up fees are for the
installation of the computer terminal and the special AT&T phone
line, which connects the outlet to
the computerized ticket system.
Monthly costs to rent the terminal and the phone line will be
about $200. Employees will be
paid with the revenue gathered by
ticket sales.
Schneider said the installation
of the phone line would take four
to six weeks.

of Chemical Engineers, $56 to the
Chinese Engineering Students Association, and $209 to Students For
Peace.
If the recommendations are $200
or less, Special Allocations can allocate the money directly to the groups
without having to go through the
board.
The board also approved the recommendations of Joanne Rosa. director of personnel, for positions on
Special Allocations and the Student
Union Board of Directors.
SJSU students Anya Triola and
Lori Azevedo were named to students-at -large positions on the Special Allocations committee.
Rosa said she interviewed 15 people to fill the three positions of students-at-large on SUBOD. Bonnie
Brockett and Roger Thornton were
named for 2-year terms on SUBOD.
and former A.S. vice president Larry
Daugherty was named to a one-year
term.
"1 was looking for people who
were informed about the responsibilities of the Student Union Board of Directors," Rosa said. "They had to
show enthusiasm and initiative to
carry out the plans of SUBOD for educating students about the Rec Center," she said.
At Wednesday’s meeting, the
board agreed to let Dana Skelton, director of communications, assume
duties as liaison for the homecoming
committee, rather than Lisa Root, director of community affairs. The
homecoming resolution passed two
weeks ago called for the director of
community affairs to serve as the
liaison between the board and the
homecoming committee.
Root, however, wanted to participate in homecoming. "I want to be involved in homecoming, but it it would
be a conflict of interest," she said.
"I’m hoping to run for homecoming
queen."

Director angered by REC editorial
continued from page
sheet would be included. Day
said. The proposed survey would ask
one question with students given six
options for response. The options

Spartan Daily

would include Plan One, Plan Two,
Plan Three, Plan Four, No Rec Center and I Don’t Know.
S.U. Director Bon Barrett questioned the wording of the survey. Day
said he would bring the survey before
the board for a vote next Tuesday.
Student Services Dean Robert
Martin expressed concerns over the
effectiveness of a random survey. He
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one plan to present to students in an
open display. Students will then be
asked to vote on whether or not to
continue the construction of the Rec
Center. A special election has been
tentatively set for Nov. 14 and 15.
Members of the steering committee include Associated Students President Michael Schneider, A.S. Controller Sharon Olivier and InterFraternity Council President Bill
Baron. Hermann, Barrett, Day, Martin and Coughlan are also committee
members.
Schneider, Olivier and Baron
were absent from the steering committee meeting.
Originally, S.U. Staff Representative Ted Gehrke and Henry Orbach, associate executive vice-president of facility development and
operations, asked to be on the steering committee. But Coughlan said he
asked them not to work on the committee because they may favor the
Rec Center construction and that
could dilute the credibility of the
steering committee.
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CFA complaint
formally filed
continued from page I
to
use
vacation
time
and, when that’s gone, they have
no other choice but to schedule
bargaining on the weekends . . .
The whole process is just very unfair," Coyne said.
The CFA has filed a formal
complaint, citing the denial of hiring substitutes as an unfair labor
practice. The complaint is scheduled to be heard Oct. 14 by the
state public employee relations
board.
In a statement Thursday.
Charles Davis, press officer for
the chancellor’s office, denied
knowing anything about the substitute teacher issue, although it
has been in practice for more than
one year.
"I’ve never heard anything
about this," he said. "Besides,
how many faculty are needed at
the bargaining table’?"
Jacob Samit, assistant vice
chancellor for employee relations,
however, is aware of the issue.
"Teachers have flexible schedules," he said. "We do not feel it
should be required of us to provide
substitutes. If they can take the
time to picket, they can take the
time to bargain."
Merit pay increases have also
been an issue of tension between
the two groups, with CFA maintaining that merit pay "allows the

administration to get out of providing general pay increases for
faculty" and CSU stating that
merit pay is needed "for teachers
who have a great deal of responsibility, who should be rewarded for
their efforts."
The CFA is now looking to Oc-

’If they can take the
time to picket, they
can take the time to
bargain.’
Jacob

Smolt

assistant vice chancellor for
employee relations
tober when another, perhaps final.
meeting is scheduled.
"It’s possible that we won’t
have to go to a formal fact-finding
meeting," Rice said.
In a formal fact-finding session, three representatives, one
from each group, sit down to negotiate, and the results of the meeting are binding.
"I think that the CSU will
move this time they’ve been
embarrassed," Rice said. "We’ve
got to keep putting pressure on
them to shake loose the money
that we deserve."
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Barrett has delegated the responsibility of speaking for SUROD to
Coughlan.

CHANGE OF PROGRAM
DEADLINE

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21

Jeff Coughlan
...SUBOD chairman
said he believes the survey may be
conducted with a lot of uneducated
participants.
"They won’t know what the project is all about," Martin said. He
said he wants to make sure the electorate is well-informed so that the
survey is valid. "We need to go in
with an information blitz including
public forums and addresses to the
living areas."
Steering committee member
John Stipicevich suggested conducting a more in-depth survey in connection with the forums. Coughlan and
Stipicevich will work together on the
forums with Barrett helping to formulate the in-depth surveys.
In addition, Coughlan said he
hopes to have student representatives from different campus organizations act as information contacts
for student questions.
Public Relations Director Judy
Hermann will work on creating and
distributing the informational flyers
with help from Barrett.
The education process and opinion gathering must be completed by
Oct. 8.
The committee also agreed to
have each member submit a progress report with cost projections
next Monday at2 p.m.
Once the board receives adequate student opinion on the four
Rec Center plans they will vote for

For a good ad, call:

277-3171

Wanted
* Last day to ADD a Class
* Last day to register late and pay fees
* Last day to change basis of enrollment
(I.E. CR/NC, Audit, Academic Renewal)

delivery
persons
Part or full time.
Flexible hours and days.
Must be at least 18.
Must have own car
and insurance.
Must be able to work
weekends.

* Last day to TOTALLY WITHDRAW FROM ALL CLASSES

This Friday, September 21 is the last day the Change of Program Center will be open. The Cen
ter is located on the first floor of the Wahlquist Building, South Wing (behind the bell).
No fees will be collected at the Change of Program Center. If you still need to pay fees, you
should do so in the Cashier’s Office, Administration Building. Room 103. The Cashier’s Office
opens at 9:00 am but will maintain the same closing hours as the Change of Program Center
(hours below):

$7.00 an hour to start
plus mileage and tips.
Cash each night.
Apply in person
between 4:30pm
and 9:00pm.
Domino’s Pizza
510 S. 10th St.
2648 Alum Rock
1909 Tully Road
f 1984 Domino’s Pizza

1?J

Change of Program Center Hours
8am-7pm
Sept. 17-20
M-Th
Sept. 21
Fri. (Final Day) 8am-5pm

Usgozom:,
Children seducers use toys to victimize
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Fourth of a five -part series

By Richard T. Pienciak
Associated Press writer

ROSEMEAD (AP) Raul says his Uncle
Alex started the seduction with all the
things that interest kids," things like modeling clay, toys and electric trains.
Next, Uncle Alex brought out his camera,
which he used to take harmless candids of
smiling, sitRaul doing ordinary things
ting, playing with toys.
The pictures were shown at holiday gatherings where family members noted "what
great photos Uncle Alex took" and "how cute
Raul looked."
Eventually, Uncle Alex asked his nephew
to take his clothes off for the camera.
Next came fondling, and finally, sex in
the bedroom.
Raul Hernandez was 12 at the time.
Last year, eight years after the molestation began and four years after it stopped,
Raul broke his silence and turned his uncle in
to police.
The statute of limitations had passed on
the allegations Raul made against his uncle.
But as a result of a subsequent investigation,
court records show, Alex Mora Hernandez, a
former third-grade teacher and Scout leader,
was arrested on sex -related charges involving four other boys in alleged incidents dating
back to 1981.
Those youngsters, now aged II to 14, include two former pupils of the defendant.
For turning to the police, Raul and his
parents were banished from the previously
tight -knit Hernandez family. The rest of them
didn’t believe.
Alex Mora Hernandez declined to be interviewed for this story, but defense lawyer
Stanley Berg contended that "admissions
made by my client" after a search of his
house should be inadmissible.

Gifts, patience and perseverance are the tactics of molesters
Berg said the search warrant was improperly issued since it was based on Haul’s
4-year-old information.
"I’m not excusing the allegations," Berg
said. "I can’t deny that he made admissions;
that’s part of the case. But you’re not going to
get me to say my client is a pedophile."
The story of Raul Hernandez, now a 21 year-old college student, in many ways fits a
pattern that is frequently employed by child
sexual abusers, a process of slow, careful seduction.
"If any of this is typical, this would be a
typical case," said Bill Dworin, a member of

’My experiences
conflicted with what I was
being taught in Catholic
high school.’
Raul

Hernandez,

child abuse victim

the Los Angeles Police Department’s sexually exploited child unit. "It is very typical
for the abuser to slowly build up trust."
And that is how Uncle Alex won over
Raul’s affection, according to the young
man’s version of events.
Ins two-hour interview in the living room
of his parents’ middle-class home in this suburb of Los Angeles, Haul and his father recalled how the Hernandez clan had always

been "a very close, extended family."
Haul’s grandmother owned several
houses on two adjacent lots. She lived in one,
her son Alex in another and one of her daughters in a third. "He was an accepted member
of the family. He made sure he was always
there to help everyone out," Raul said.
"When I was 12, Alex began priming me
for his intentions," Raul said. "He had a
house. He lived alone. He had model railroad
sets, toys, play clay
all the things that interest kids. He got me used to being around."
Uncle Alex also was "into photography.
He had a darkroom," Raul said. "He first
took legitimate pictures, developed them and
sent them to family members."
In time, Haul’s uncle showed him "photographic books art books with pictures of
kids and adults but nothing sexual."
"After taking pictures with clothing on,
then he had plenty of bathing suits. He got me
used to changing in front of him.. . . When he
got me used to that, he wanted me to try it
nude. I had a lot of problems with that and I
refused.
"But eventually, he got what he wanted,"
Raul said.
In the coming weeks, Uncle Alex set the
automatic timer on his camera and "started
getting into the photos himself," Haul continued. "It kept progressing. He had it set up so
one thing just naturally flowed into the next."
What occurred next was "touching and
fondling," which eventually progressed to
"numerous sex acts, like oral sex," according to Haul.
On the day his uncle persuaded him to engage in oral sex, Raul said, "sex in the bed

actually began "
While being sexually violated, Raul said,
"I was overcome by tremendous feelings of
guilt and shame and wrong. It hit me like the
bleakest thing of all. I pulled away confused.
My head was buried in my hands.
"Then he began to talk to me. He sat on a
stool before me and made me stand there for
45 minutes. He lectured me over and over
again how there was nothing wrong with what
we were doing but how bad it would be if
someone found out. He switched the tables on
me and told me how much trouble I’d be in if I
told anyone.
"After the lecture I was at his disposal,"
Raul said. "The whole thing was always
under his control. He didn’t have to worry
about that. . . . I was in too deeply to know
any better. There was no one to turn to."
Raul said the molestation continued
nearly four years. He asserted that his uncle
showed him pornographic films and other
sexually explicit materials to try to enhance
the sexual encounters.
Some of the material involved other children, which in Haul’s eyes justified his involvement with his uncle. He also admitted
that his uncle "incited in me the enjoyment of
having sex. I did enjoy it. A child does."
Beginning with his freshman year in high
school, Raul began to date girls and have sex
with boys his age. The encounters with his
uncle began to subside. "I grew out of his age
preference. He was no longer interested in
me," he said.
At that point, Raul recalled, he felt "an
element of rejection... . I was going through
a lot of conflic . My experiences conflicted

Family violence topic of dorm talk
continued from page
behavior that the trained eye
can interpret as clues to abuse. "Kids
who are abused will say things like,
’Mommy, I want to go to the store
with you, I don’t want to stay here
with Daddy,’ or ’I don’t like the way
Grandpa kisses me,’ or ’Uncle Joe
bothers me,’ "she said.

with what I was being taught in Catholic high
school. It was really tough, really hard."
In 1982, Raul told one of his aunts, a sister
to his father and Uncle Alex, of his experiences.
While his aunt had acted "very upset and
shocked," nothing happened until the two
spoke again in March 1983 "We reached a

consensus that what Alex was doing was
wrong. That was when it really hit me," Raul
said.
Through therapy he is trying to accep
the fact that "the responsibility and guilt and
shame lies 100 percent with the perpetrator of
the crime and not with the child. I’m coming
to grips with that in some regard."
"I’m suffering a lot of problems in my
life right now," Raul said, fighting back
tears. "I’m trying to finds place for myself."

Initial Daily staff
tried to cover it all
continued from page I
"We tried to make sure we
covered everything that went on
here, even if the story was only
two paragraphs long," he said.
"We thought of that as our major
responsibility."
In the first issue, a story was
written about what Bentel expected in journalists, especially
those interested in the Daily.
"There was a very good reason for that," he said. "It was
very definite in my mind liat we
were going to be a responsible,

"Many times we’ll find that
Daddy is fondling her or that
Grandpa has been French kissing
her," Kuhl said.
Another tip off of trouble is sexually explicit language from an
abused child.

professional newspaper and we

didn’t want anyone coming to
work here and doing less than
that."
Bentel stressed that it was the
17 editors that made the first
Daily and help set the standard for
later publications.
"The only reason we got by

Kuhl talked about a recent case
she was involved in. An 11 -year-old
girl wrote a graphic first -person account of her father’s abuse. In her report, she described oral copulation,
sodomy, vaginal intercourse and penetration by foreign objects.

Dwight Bentel
with everything in the beginning is
because we didn’t know we
couldn’t," Bentel said.

"After talking to the child," Kuhl
said, "I found out she had been
abused since she was four years old."
Kuhl said there are many myths
associated with child abuse. Children
are often accused of "making it up,"
or of fantasizing. Sometimes a child
is blamed for "asking for it," because she "runs around in her underwear or takes a bath with her father."
Kuhl said some excuses heard
during her court evaluations were "I
didn’t want to go to a prostitute because I didn’t want to bring home
VD." (venereal disease), "She seduced me," and "Once I got started, I
didn’t know how to stop"

Steve Capovilla

Daily staff photographer

Anna Kuhl, forensics psychologist, spoke to a dorm audience Wednesday about child abuse
Kuhl said she believes the last
reason may have some validity to it,
but it is no excuse for the abuse.

and repulsed at the same time, they
aren’t able to take command of the
situation as an adult."

"They’ll see their teenage daughter in a T-shirt and panties," Kuhl
said, "and become sexually stimulated. They are often so stimulated

Kuhl feels continued awareness
and identification of the problem
could greatly help reduce the number

of victims.
"The more we can talk about it
and the more it’s out in the open, the
better the chance of making a difference," she said. "If we don’t deal
with it, these kids will remain victims."

SABIA performing traditional
and new songs from
LATIN AMERICA
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21 NOON
S.U. Amphitheatre

UPD chief trains at FBI Academy
continued from page 1

time Evans believes the university will begin its search for a permanent police chief.
Jones said he intends to apply for
the position if and when it is opened to
applicants
"I am in a position to do a good
job for the university," he said.
Jones, 46, applied for the training
program about four years ago. Having the administrations support, he
received his interim chief’s salary
while attending the course.
The elite training program was
designed as a career enhancement
program for law enforcement officers throughout the free-world, he

’I can’t say enough
about how good the
program is.’
It. Maurice E. Jones,
interim UPI) chief
said. The selection procedure for the
program is rigorous, only accepting
applicants with clean personal and
professional backgrounds
The academy was a series of
physical workouts, firearms training
and classroom instruction, Jones
said. The classes included crisis
management, constitutional law procedures, management training process, budgeting, document investigation and interpersonal violence.

"I can’t say enough about how
good the program is," he said.
While attending the program,
Jones stayed in the academt’s dorm.
"It was very similar to what you
would find on a college campus,"
Jones said. He had no complaints
about his roommate.
Jones had to lose 52 pounds to
qualify for the academy.
Although he confessed,
gained some of it back."

"My main objective is to retain a
high level of morale," Jones said.

uate Jones’ performance as interim
chief.

He has started a team building
workshop allowing department supervisors a chance to give input on
future plans.
A few of the UPD officers feel,
however, it is still too early to eval-

"We’ll just have to wait and see,"
said UPD Officer Dave Gonzalez.
Russ Lunsford, University Police
Information Officer, said generally
speaking morale is better than it has
been in years.

"I’ve

He said he ran three to four miles
a day which he plans to continue during his lunch hour or perhaps in the
early evening.
Jones’ law enforcement career
began 22 years ago as a patrolman
and canine officer in Topeka, Kan.
He came to the Bay Area with intentions of becoming a highway patrol
officer, but heard of an open position
here in San Jose. He joined UPD as a
patrolman in 1968 and has since
worked his way up through the university police ranks.
Jones said he left the Mid -West
because law enforcement opportunities there were few, not to mention
the limited salaries.
Three years ago Jones implemented the canine patrol unit that is
now a major part of the university’s
police force. He said his past experience with canine patrol made him realize the effectiveness of dogs in law
enforcement.

John Deaton Presents

George Carlin
appearing at the
San Jose Civic Auditorium
November 4, 1984 at 8:00 p.m.
Ticket: $15.00
Tickets available et all Bass Ticket Centers including Record Factory,
San Jose Boa Office, and the Bass Ticket Office at 362 22nd Street, Oakland.
Vise and A stercard accepted. All tickets subject to Service Charge.

WATCH OUT FOR COUNTERFEIT TICKETS.
BUY ONLY FROM AN AUTHORIZED TICKET AGENCY.

Charge by phone:
(408) 998 -BASS or (415) 893 -BASS
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Opposite dance methods
create ’pas de duex’ stage
for SJSU choreographers

high
ster
enand
two
a

By Beth Ranney
Daily staff writer
To most of us ballet conjures images of lithe ladies in pastel
costumes dancing to classical music. Modern dance on the
extreme other hand represents complete upheaval by no longer
observing the longstanding dance traditions. It was thought that
never the twain shall meet.
Well, the twain has met and are getting along quite nicely.
Choreographers wanting to utilize portions of each genre
are now unafraid to mix styles. One choreographer of this new
force is Margaret Wingrove, a 1980 SJSU dance graduate, who
leads the Margaret Wingrove Dancers.
Originally intending to major in Speech Patholoy at SJSU,
she changed her plans to include a dance degree when she was
influenced and encouraged by the dance department.
"I was in a phase of my life when I just thought the dancing
was over, but the dance program just drew me in," she said.
"It’s a very good department for people who are really serious
about pursuing dance."
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The two styles, modern and ballet, are completely different.
Ballet has a long history of controlled technique, a plie was the
same no matter who taught you. It is a regiment that strictly
defines what a dancer may do with his or her body.
Modern dance is difficult to define because it is not built
upon a traditional technique of movement, it does not have an
explicit vocabulary, nor observe specific conventions, such as
ballet. Modern dance’s routes come from several different
schools headed by someone such as Martha Graham, who
wanted to teach her own method.
Wingrove has attempted to capture the best of both of these
worlds in her compositions. She calls her creations not as "off
the wall" as the first modern dances.
Regarding the two styles Wingrove explains the difficulty of
blending the two, "there have always been two sides of the
fence, ballet and modern, and you’re either one or the other,"
she said. "People from both sides of the fence often criticise this
blend."
Nevertheless her compositions incorporate the two
successfully.
Wingrove started dancing as a young girl, concentrating in
ballet.
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Dancers Susan Stephens, Michael

She y. as living in Seattle at the time taking lessons from a
woman who was at the same time teaching Robert Joffrey The
Joffrey ballet has come to signify excellence throughout the
world, and at 18 she was part of his first experimental group.
Upon her graduation from SJSU Wingrove was a
commissioned choreographer for groups, including the San
Jose Dance Theater, Janlynn Company and the Palo Alto Ballet
Company.
She soon decided that she wanted to form her own ensemble
and in 1981 combined nine professionally trained dancers four
women and five men into the present group. They have been
performing in the South Bay and San Francisco and have made
guest appearances at SJSU West Valley College and the
Montgomery Theater in San Jose.
Though an accomplished dancer herself. Wingrove prefers
choreography, so she can tell the story through her dancers. She
says that the Santa Clara Valley. which has produced major
technological advances, has also had a detrimental effect on
individuals. She said she thinks uniqueness gets lost and hopes
through her compositions to "represent the soot of mankind."
The group has presented full-length concerts of repertory
and new works at Margaret Jenkins Performance Space and
the New Performance Gallery in San Francisco.
Impressions of the group have been positive.
Judith Green of the San Jose Mercury News said the group
had "striking dancers and real choreographic talent."
Lucas Hoving, choreographer and dance advisor to the
Julliard School of Music. New York, said "in the Age of Anxiety
(Wingrove’s composition) the choreographer is trying to come
to terms with the complexities of our times in an honest and
unpretentious way: the work reveals moments of truth depth
and beauty."
Wingrove, who lives in Saratoga with her husband and three
children, was the 1984 recipient fo the Individual Artist grant for
choreography from the cultural Arts council of Santa Clara
County.
The dance troupe will be returning to the Montgomery
Theater this weekend to present a concert highlighting their
unique blend of modern dance and ballet. Performances will be
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m.

’60s"yippies’ find niches

Be Swenky for Once . . .
Try Salvatore’s for Hair
Specialty Looks.

Former outlaw now working with the law
By Paul Kozakiewicz
Rubin said yuppies are business
Daily staff Writer
people and entrepreneurs who are
The one time radical, ’60s yippie- transforming capitalism to include
is now a yuppie.
all people, and who have defined
Jerry Rubin, the anti -war, anti- what happens in every decade. He deestablishment. Chicago Seven trial fined the ’Ws as a time of protest and
defendant has evolved into a young the idealism of hope in changing the
( yuppie ) . country. The ’70s were a time of selfprofessional
urban
Anchored in society’s white-collar examination and in the ’805 yuppies
mainstream, the businessman now appeared in corporations as self-prooperates within the system to achieve prietors taking responsibility for the
social change.
economy. There are 600,000 new busi,
"I think the most important bat- nesses starting a year, he said. "Look
the
syson
inside
going
at the opportunity capitalism has givtles today are
tem. You can protest outside and get ing to women to participate in busiattention, but going inside is the only ness," he said.
Rubin said he feels the tactics of
way to accomplish real, permanent
the ’60s would not work today and are
change." he said.

He’s still the activist
By Paul Kozakiewicz
Daily staff writer
For America’s aging, premier
yippie, the struggle continues.
Abbie Hoffman, ’605 co-founder
of the Youth International Party with
Jerry Rubin, is still actively involved
in the social and political issues of
today. Having spent most of the ’70s
incognito to avoid charges of cocaine
conspiracy, Hoffman surfaced in
New York City last year as environmental activist Barry Freed.
"I am very much an activist in
every sense of the word," he said, in
a telephone interview from his home
, in New York state."I’ve been involved in environmental issues
throughout the whole Great Lakes
rind the St. Lawrence River.
"We’re trying to stop high level
nuclear) fuels from crossing the
border, fighting acid rain, trying to
Improve water quality and fighting a
dumber of utilities throughout New
rngland," Hoffman said.
He still advocates the "guerrilla" tactics of social change he advocated in the ’605. "I was arrested
just two months ago sitting jn CIA
headquarters, here in New York,
With about 350 other people, protesting our policy in Central America,"
he said.
Hoffman feels the progress
’achieved in the ’605 has evolved the
’United States into a more self-aware
and tolerant society. "We’re much
more aware of environmental abuse
And we’re the first industrial nation
.to turn our back on nuclear power.
"There were trends set in the ’60$
:that just can’t be turned around.
Women are not going to put on the
apron, go back into the house, and as’sume a subservient role to men.
Blacks are not going to go back to a
neo-plantation system."
He considers Ronald Reagan an
absolute disaster on every environmental issue. He also views the rightwing policies of the administration as
not being in complete control of gov-

ernmental institutions.
In the upcoming Presidential
election Hoffman supported Walter
Mondale until the candidate’s recent
statements concerning Nicaragua,
an issue close to Hoffman’s heart.
"Statements ( by Mondale) made the
past few days about quarantining Nicaragua and getting the Sandinistas
to bend to our will, I consider a betrayal of pledges he made during his
primary campaign," he said.
The rising tide of political conservativism and the shift toward religious revitilization is interpreted by
Hoffman as the inevitable portents of
war.
"When you make draft registration a neccessity before getting a student loan . . you start to develop the
minds and bodies that are needed to
fight war.
"If you lived through this in Vietnam, if you were tuned in early, as I
was in ’63 and ’64, to the government
lies . . . it wasn’t just a question of,
well, the governments full of crap
and who gives a hell, because the
next year your number was on the
wall and you were being asked to reinforce that bullshit with your life,"
he said.
"I think we’re heading in the
same direction."
Hoffman intends on actively opposing the United States foreign policy in Nicaragua by leading a group
of students and journalists to that
country in December.
"The country is entirely mobilized," he said. "It has tunnel systems all over it. It has underground
hospitals built and its like Vietnam.
They’re digging in for a long term invasion.
"The future’s up for grabs; it’s
not chisled in stone, in that kind of depressing, despair-oriented way that
many students see it. It’s in the students self interest to pay attention to
what’s going on in the world and not
lock themselves in ivory towers."

irrelevant. Communication, business
and the ballot box are the new tools of

war.

"One of /he most positive things
happening is that the young urban
professionals are transforming the
American economy from the industrial to the information economy. The
world is going to change more in the
next 30 years than all of history," he
said.
Rubin, now in his mid-forties,
lives in New York City where he is
vice president of the League of Baby
Boom Voters and a leader of the 500
Club, a communications network established for yuppies to meet and furthur business careers

S.F. debate
tonight pits
yippie, yuppie
The yippie vs. yuppie debate swings into high gear tonight when the one-time ’60s allies , Jerry Rubin and Abbie
Hoffman, square off.
The one-time co-defendants
of the infamous Chicago 7 trial,
and best selling anti-establishment authors, debate the tactics
for social change in the ’80s and
what direction that change
should take.
The confrontation takes
place at the Stone, 412 Broadway St., in San Francisco, at 8
and 11 p.m. Tickets are $10 and
available through all BASS
ticket outlets.

A CiltbRaTiord OF DANCE

The League of Baby Boom Voters
is a research organization without
membership. Rubin said the league
"basically calls for the ideas and the
needs of the baby boom generation
and makes them conscious."
It’s only a matter of time until
the baby boomers take control, he
said.
"In the 1992 election, perhaps the
1988 election, the yuppies are going to
elect a yuppie president and elect
every succeeding president into the
third decade of the 21st century,"
Rubin said.
In the upcoming Presidential
election, Rubin said he will probably
vote for Mondale, as a protest vote
against Reagan policies he refutes,
but finds neither candidate palatable.
The upsurge of political conservatism and religious fervor in the
country today is but a swing of the
pendulum, according to Rubin. not a
lasting, significant shift in the nations conciousness.
The university environment of
today is well within Rubin’s scheme
of things. "I think the students of the
’80s are acting perfectly for the situation in the ’Ws. They don’t face a war
overseas; they don’t face confrontation with their government; and I
think they’re in an economic situation where they have to become business people to survive and be effective. . . . They’re probably making
the right decisions, he said."
Rubin is supportive of some
grass-roots social efforts spawned in
the ’60$. He is ardently anti-nuclear
and offers this phrophecy concerning
the arms buildup:
"The yuppies will end the arms
race, but they won’t end it by protesting. They will end it by taking over
the country politically."
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Look out, Uncle Jack’s on Cardinal side
By Joe Roderick
Daily sports editor
The memory of the final moments of the 1982 Stanford-SJSU
game is probably still alive in those
who attended the game, those who
watched it on television
Do you recall the play? Its probably filed under "chaos." John
Elway scrambling for an eternity.
scrambling for his life. It looked like
a scene out a neighborhood street
game. "Hey. Emile. you go down to
the Lieber’s station wagon and turn
in. Michael, you stop at the fire hydrant. Vincent, you stay in and block
for me "

Commentary
The play went on for a millennium. Finally, Elway was sacked.
Game over. Spartans win. 35-31, in an
ultra -exciting game.
"Emile, you didn’t run the right
pattern," is what John might have
said later.
This play may be one of the more
memorable among those collected in
the minds of SJSU-Stanford football
fans. But it certainly wasn’t the only
memory.
There are plenty more plays
worth mentioning.
Talk about ink. Elway vs Elway,
chapters 1, 2. 3 and 4. The big-time
school vs. the little guys down the
Bayshore.
Let’s reminisce for a bit. Take
five. Put your feet up for a little
while.
Once upon a time, the StanfordSJSU game wasn’t a pretty sight. It
wasn’t too long ago that those bullies
on The Farm were routinely beating
the little guys by outrageous scores.
Try 44-0. 38-9 and thereabout.
But six years ago, a guy name
Jack Elway brought a 20-11-1 record
from Cal State Northridge. This guy

looked like somebody’s pudgy uncle.
Uncle Jack, they should have called
him.
But this Jack fellow wasn’t an ordinary coach. Soon enough, people
were calling him an offensive genius.
He went 6-4-1 his first year, but
the Spartans were competitive
against Stanford, losing 45-29. Well,
that’s better than 44-0.
The next year, the Spartans went
7-4, and lost to Stanford 35-21.
Hmmm. Things are getting better,
It finally happened in 1981. The
Spartans beat the Cardinal, 28-6.
That made SJSU’s season.
The next year it was more of the
same. A 35-31 win over Stanford. Hey,
what’s going on here.

Six years ago, Jack
Elway brought a
20-11-1 record to
SJSU. He looked like
somebody’s pudgy
uncle. Uncle Jack,
they should have
called him.
Last year, it was 23-10 Spartans
over Stanford three in a row.
Prior to the string of three wins,
the Spartans had beaten the Cardinal
just four times in 37 tries. That’s a
fact Jack.
Well, to make a long story short,
Uncle Jack decided he couldn’t stand
to see the Cardinal get smacked
around by SJSU anymore. He was
hired by Stanford after the ’83 season.
Now Elway is on the other side.
At any rate, those five games played
during the Elway era were incredibly

exciting. Here are a few tidbits that
characterized the games during the
five-year span.
r Quick-striking capabilities.
Quite simply, the team that
scored first, won the game. Last season, the Spartans had a 17-0 lead at
halftime, and eventually won, 23-10.
In ’82, the Spartans had a 14-0 lead before anybody could finish their first
brew The Spartans, of course, won a
game (35-31) that many say was
clearly the most exciting played between the two teams in recent history.
In ’81, the Spartans took a 14-0
lead right away and built the bulge to
28-6 after three quarters. And it
ended that way.
It was Stanford which took a 14-0
lead midway through the second
quarter in 1980. The Cardinal increased their lead to 28-7 after three
and cruised to a 35-21 win.
The 1979 game was a bit different. The eventual winner, Stanford
this time around, indeed scored first,
but the Spartans wiped out the lead
later in the quarter.
...Turnovers.
During that five-year era. Stanford and SJSU would have done the
there
Pillsbury Doughboy proud
were turnovers all over the place.
Last year, the Spartans intercepted four passes, while turning the
and won the
ball over only once
game.
The turnovers were minimal in
1982, but Vincent White’s fumble
deep in Cardinal grounds, was utterly
costly.
John Elway, playing on a
sprained right ankle and suffering a
bruised sternum, was intercepted
five times in ’81. Not surprisingly,
SJSU won.
Check this one out. The Spartans
lose the ball seven times, while the
Cardinal fumble it away four times in

the ’80 contest. Guess who won? Stanford.
The same thing in ’79. The Spartans commit six turnovers, but three
in the final quarter killed a comeback
bid in a 45-29 Stanford win.
The Spartans had the same problem in the 1978 game a year before
Elway’s tenure. SJSU checked out
with 10 turnovers and a 38-9 loss.
r The star system.
Year in and year out, one or two
players will have a big game. Some
performances are surprising, others
expected.
Take the 1983 game for example.
Who would have imagined Bobby
Johnson rushing for 130 yards on 29
carries, and scoring the first touchdown of the game? Not that Johnson
was a bad runnner. At the time, his
output against Stanford was a career
best
Johnson would gain 131 yards
against Fresno State and 160 against
UOP later in the year. But prior to
the Stanford game, Johnson was held
to just 29 yards on 14 carries against
Cal. Talk about coming out of nowhere.
Jon Carlson also knows what it’s
like to zip out of obscurity. In that
same Cal game, Carlson fired four
passes to Bear defenders. It wasn’t a
pretty sight. Against Stanford, Carlson completed 12 of 16 passes in the
first half, finishing 22 of 33 for 211
yards and two TDs.
In ’81, Elway had a miserable
game, completing only six of 24
passes for 72 yards. In ’82, he was 24
of 36 for 382 yards. But it wasn’t
enough.
Meanwhile, Stanford had seen
enough of receiver Tim Kearse, who
accounted for four touchdowns and
290 yards in all-purpose offense. His
84-yard pass to current Spartan Tony
Smith on SJSU’s second offensive
play will live in infamy.

Former Spartan coach Jack Elway

Old buddies Gilbert, Elway on opposite sides now
continued from page
Gilbert will be leading a troubled
SJSU team to Palo Alto, and a fourth
consecutive Spartan win would possibly be a greater upset than the previous three.
Injuries have plagued the Spartans all year and one of their key
players is questionable for Saturday.
Tight end John Murphy suffered a severe bruise on his upper right arm in

Football
the loss to Arizona State, and may not
play this week. With all of the other
tight ends already injured. Murphy’s
absence would create even more
problems for the already troubled
Spartan offense.
"I don’t think Murphy will be
ready to play, and trying to run an offense without a tight end opens up a
whole new ballgame for the defense," Gilbert said.
A whole new ballgame is what
the Stanford defense has played so

far in 1984.
In its first game, Stanford held
Oklahoma’s powerful rushing offense
to 19 points. and Oklahoma scored 38
the following week against Pittsburgh. Last week in a 34-19 upset
win. Stanford held Illinois’ highly-regarded passing offense to 19 points.
Last year, the Cardinal led the Pac-10
in pass defense, and was 10th against
the run in a dismal 1-10 season.
-They’re not a 5-50 defense.
They’ve shown a great improvement
over the last three years," said Gilbert.
The Stanford defense is led by a
pair of 1983 second team All-Pac-10
performers, left tackle Garin Veris,
and inside linebacker Dave Wyman.
Wyman, a 6-3. 23I -pound junior.
leads Stanford with 27 total tackles,
and has recovered a fumble and intercepted a pass so far this season.
Veris is an All -America candidate at his left tackle position. A 6-6.
250-pound senior, Veris is entering
his fourth year as a starter, and has

recorded 20 quarterback sacks dur
ing his career.
The Spartans will be facing a big
defensive line for the third week in a
row. Stanford uses a 3-4 formation on
defense, and lining up with Veris will
be 6-5, 255-pound nose guard Terry
Jackson, and right tackle Pat
Mitchel, who steps in at 6-6, 240.
Offensively, Stanford is led by
John Paye, yet another in a line of
quarterback sensations on The
Farm.
Paye currently leads the Pac-10
in total offense. and has completed 40
of 73 passes for 475 yards and three
touchdowns.
"He’s the kind of fellow who can
riddle you if he has time," Gilbert
said. "If we don’t get to him, we’ll be
in big trouble."
In last year’s game against
SJSU. Paye threw for 353 yards. completing 21 01 42 passes, one of them a
47-yard scoring strike to Emile
Harry. The Spartans also intercepted
three of his passes

Guess who Paye reminds Gilbert
of? That’s right, John Elway. "I was
watching films, and if you put Paye
in Elway’s spot, they look exactly the
same," he said.
Paye’s favorite target so far this
season has been sophomore tailback
Thomas Henley, who was named
Sports Illustrated Player of the Week
for his performance against Illinois.
All Henley did was catch RI passes
for 151 yards, rush for St more, and
return two kickoffs for 48 yards. He
scored one touchdown on a five- yard
run.
When Paye throws the long ball,
he usually fires in Harry’s direction.
Harry had an outstanding season in
1983, catching 44 passes for 829 yards,
a healthy 18.8 average. He grabbed
six touchdown passes on the year and
was named to the All-Pac-10 second
team. So far this season he has
caught six for 85 yards, and two
touchdowns.
Paye is protected by a typical

Revenge-minded UOP ties Spartans, 4-4;
coach’s remarks tick off SJSU players
IS, Mar4 Picone
Daily staff writer
The revenge factor was there for
UOP. but the win wasn’t. Still, the Tigers settled for the next best thing, a
4-4 tie against the Spartans in a NorPac Athletic Conference field hockey
match Wednesday afternoon at South
Campus

The Tigers lost Iviiice to SJSU last
year, and were determined to change
that this year. UOP coach Carla
Konet ft. ?led the rivalry by predicting her team would beat the Spartans.
"Yeah, we heard what she
( Konet ) had to say," Spartan coach
Carolyn Lewis said "It definitely

fired our team up and gave us a motivational push."
The motivation was there, but
the Tiger offense broke through it
quickly, drawing first blood and scoring early in the first half on Luci Lagrimas’ goal with only 4:25 expired.

Field Hockey
With the Tigers up 1-0. the Spartans retailiated quickly with a goal of
their own from senior forward Jeannie Gilbert, only two minutes after
Lagrimas’ goal, to even the score at
1-1, and cool the Spartans’ fire by a
few degrees.
The Spartans were able to bring
the temperature down even more by
scoring again in the first half, at the
25:51 mark by freshman back Sabine
Herbstrieth, to make it 2-1 SJSU.
The Spartans padded the lead on
Gilbert’s second goal at the 31:37
mark, taking a 3-1 lead.
But before the first half ended
UOP, increased the heat by scoring
on a shot from sophomore forward

Lisa Bocchino with less than three
minutes left in the half.
The Tigers scored first in the second half, as Debra Worsley sent one
through midway through the half. 11
was now tied at 3-3.
It remained that way until the
final minute of the second half.
The Spartans took a 4-3 lead on a
goal from Allison McCargo with 49
seconds remaining in the game.
But with 19 seconds left. Worsley
scored her second goal for UOP to tie
it 4-4, sending the game into overtime.
Both teams struggled through
the two 10-minute overtimes, with
neither team able to score.
Lewis wasn’t pleased with her
team’s defense. She felt all of UOP’s
goals were of the fluky nature. "Our
goals were the results of good shots,
but the goals Pacific got were the result of mistakes."
Defensively for SJSU. goalie
Jackie McGarry saved seven shots
and Pacific’s goalie, Cindy Norling.
had 17 blocked shots.

CONGRATULATES ITS
1984 FALL PLEDGE CLASS

Gene bet,

Daily staff photographer

Spartan field hockey player Kim Green (left) duels UOP

goalie

(’indy

Norling

in

Wednesday’s NorPac

contest
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GARY MONTREZZA
PAUL MORTENSON
MIKE SEEHOF

ford to Arizona State, who crushed
the Spartans 48-0 last week?
"I think they’re (Stanford) better. From what I’ve seen their defense is very impressive," he said.
It may sound bleak for the Spartans, but this IS the Stanford game,
and anything can happen. In 1971
SJSU shocked Rose Bowl -bound Stanford. 13-12, and , of course, the Spartans have beaten the Cardinal the,
last three years.
"We’re darn tired of losing to San
Jose," Elway said. "I think we’re a.
better football team than them, but
that doesn’t mean we will win."
Said Gilbert: "This is a fun and
special week, and in the past we have
prepared well, but I wish we had a
few more tools to go in with, offensively."
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Stanford offensive line big, physical, and talented.
Seniors Jeff Deaton and Matt
Moran line up at left tackle and guard
for the third year. Deaton is 6-3, 275,
and Moran 6-4,255.
On the right side of the line is 6-7,
270-pound junior John Barns, and 6-4.
248-pound senior Scott Carpenter.
Stanford snapper Brent Martin is
one of the biggest centers in the Pact() at 6-4, 261.
The Pac-10 conference is known
for its placekickers and Stanford’s
Mark Harmon is one of the better
ones. Coming into 1984, Harmon was
36 of 52 in the field goal department
for a .692 percentage. His longest
field goal is a 59-yarder he booted
against Purdue in 1981.
How does Gilbert compare Stan-
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Disney workers may strike
ANAHEIM, Calif. (API
Disneyland officials were busy yesterday training clerical workers to
run the amusement park in the
event of a strike as negotiations resumed with five unions representing more than 1,800 employees, officials said.
Secretaries and other office
workers are being prepared to take
over some of the duties of union
employees, from selling and collecting tickets to working in hotels,

restaurants and shops, Disneyland
spokesman Bob Roth said.
In addition, Roth confirmed
that it was possible that ride operators could be brought in from Disney World in Lake Buena Vista,
Fla., if a strike becomes protracted, but added, "That is only a
long-range possibility."
The company and unions returned to the bargaining table at
the request of a federal mediator
after union members voted by 97
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percent Monday to authorize a
strike rather than accept a threeyear wage freeze.
The unions have said they are
seeking a two-year pact with annual pay raises of "between 3 percent and 8 percent."
Currently, wages range from
$7 to $10.
Disneyland, which suffered declining attendance between 1980
and 1983 and was seriously hurt by
a dearth of patrons during the
Olympics, contend,: average wages
for similar work in the industry is
about one-third less.
The unions’ contract expired at
12:01 a.m. Monday but has been extended while negotiations continue.
A news blackout has been
clamped on the talks.
Affected are 1,844 workers in
five unions who work as janitors,
ticket sellers, ride operators and in
the park’s hotels, restaurants and
shops.
The park has a total of 5,000
workers, of whom 3,700 are members of 26 unions.
At Disney World, separate negotiations were continuing with 500
maintenance workers, whose contract expires Oct. 1.

since April when allegations arose
during and after Senate Judiciary
Committee hearings on his fitness to
serve as attorney general. The most
serious allegation was that Meese
played a role in awarding government jobs to a friend from California
and his wife in exchange for a $15,000
interest -free loan from the friend.
In all, Stein investigated II allegations concerning Meese, a longtime personal friend and associate of
Reagan, and found no basis for a
criminal prosecution in any of them.
He said he would let others judge a
non -legal issue Meese’s qualifications to serve as attorney general.
He reported that he questioned
200 witnesses and had 45 of them, including Meese and his wife Ursula,
testify before a grand jury.

Career Planning and Placement
will hold the "Real World of Electrical Engineering" at 12:30 p.m. today
in the Engineering Building, and
"Resume 2" from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Student Union Almaden Room. For
more information call Cheryl Allmen
at 277-2272.
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Mark Goodin, spokesman for
Senate Judiciary Chairman Strom
Thurmond, R-S.C., said the report
will not change the senator’s decision
not to reopen hearings on the nomination for this congressional session.
"The reasons that prompted the
decision still exist," Goodin said.
"The senator’s concerns about politicizing the hearing still exist. He is
concerned the nomination is too important to be considered in that kind
of atmosphere."

Life on Earth
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Goodin added that Thurmond
was "pleased that no basis was found
for any of the formal accusations
made against Mr. Meese." Reagan
has said he would resubmit the nomination to the Senate next year if he
wins re-election.

Spartaguide
Spartan Cheerleaders will be
selling "Go for Four" T-shirts for $8
between 9:90 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
today in the Breezeway between the
Men’s and Women’s gyms.
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Meese cleared of allegations
WASHINGTON (AP) A special
prosecutor reported yesterday he
found no basis "for the bringing of a
prosecution" against presidential
counselor Edwin Meese Ill whose
nomination by President Reagan to
be attorney general bogged down in
charges of ethical misconduct.
Special prosecutor Jacob A.
Stein, reporting to a special court
which appointed him to investigate
allegations concerning Meese, said
he looked only for violations of the
law and would "submit no comments
on Mr. Meese’s ethics and the propriety of his conduct or an evaluation of
Mr. Meese’s fitness for office."
The three-judge panel accepted
Stein’s report and made it public.
Stein, a prominent Washington
lawyer, has been investigating Meese
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Isaac Newt

Sigma Chi Fraternity will host a
little sister rush party at 9p.m. today
at the Sigma Chi Fraternity on 284 S.
10th St. For more information call
Bob Duffy, Ron Moore, or Keith
Sanna at 279-9601.

The Educational Opportunity
Program will hold an open house
from 2 to 5 p.m. today in Sweeny Hall
Room 333. For more information call
Pete Michela t 277-2343 or 277-2151
during the day and 295-8915 during
the evening.

The Chinese Student Association
will have a picnic for its members
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday at Del
Valley Regional Park. For more information contact Amy Chan at 2931952.

The Akbayan Filipino-American
Club will hold its general meeting at
1:30 p.m. today in the Student Union
Guadalupe Room. For more information call Ray at 272-8306.

Sheila Neal
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Immo.
ATHLETES
prn RUNNERS
performance hem.Ity balance
a.. to retell Create rnow pos,
tore sense of well being DWI, 0.
sue L Jin Shin Do nod, Menu,
272 8348
STUDENT [ANTALL/mica! Pan Enroll
novr, Save your teeth ayes sod
money too For info end brochure
see AS office or call 14081 371
13811
WANTED Serious PeoPle who w4.111’
lose or maintain weight incr..
?
15 mental Wert.. This
guarentees

Son
’natural way
100% sattsfaction or money heck
0548
Ask Vico how 4013 269
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Cen
IS? Sunday Lutheran 10 45 ern
Cwholic 4 00 and 800 Pm
Prayer group Tires et Spot Please
clIl Csrnpus Ministry 298 0204
IV, wowhip counseling progroms
and study opportunities Rev Nan
We Shaw Fr Bob Leger Sr Jo.

AUTOMOTIVE
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MITSUBISHI GORDIS 19 must
mi
16 000
Loaded
sell
578 1551 146
28000 Call
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PINTO MOS great good cond
Mton sell $950011er CIII wet
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CLERICAL ASST., Work Study Pow
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10 15
CO...
83 95hr Hours flexible 8 S
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PM
5
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Wed
cool
ceptionist phones general offic
Applir
typing 40 wpm
work
deadline 9,23 Student must Otrel
ify for Work Study

DISTRIBUTE FLYERS. Flexible hours
15hr

cash

Lawn

SOIVIC

LOOKING FOR A FEMALE roommate to
live wtth a cerebral psis, as con,

SALES. Mornings end eve
nings 17hr cab to Wan Green

Call Green

Thumb

at 245 4920

EARN EXTRA 8$ as an rodependent
sales person Hours fit your peptic
ular schedule Coll now for further
info Ask tor Beth or Steve at 263

PIZZA DELIVSRY DRIVERS wanted.
Flemish. hours must haws cot Ei II
cense Wiper hi plus The De.

TIME STUDENT ervipl wennd for
Hr. Ilucturite Proles
pre
Inn* attitude newt sssss
bored inn not nw sssss y Contact
Robyn or Koren. Student Union

PT

ESTABLISHED FIRM Now spanding
needs to find right people 0 181
new operungs SALARY $127 per
week for 15 hour schedule or
6112 per week for 25 hour whed
tile BENEFITS creat your per
sonal working schedule with su
Work on evenings L
pervior
Some
wettable
weekends Is
OUALIFI
scholarships *warded
et least 18
CATIONS must h
yews old Must be wIRIng to work
hard 11 Warn New II clean op
peersoce necessary For inform,.
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111 lone is busy please 5. patient &
try again)

REG

LEADER
Try..
5 15 ME
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Personal Services Inc
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smoke or pew 415 494 2747

Mon Fri
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clude hit...anon profit slow
mg and much more If you ern.
comfornetron of sales sod physic*
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we
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train Act now. Apply.? 84 1111,
Son
Ave
Junction
bet Co 2301
Jose Le
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for dey S.o.s Busboy dew only
Meese cae MAC 998 9711
NEED CASH, Earn 1500 ea school yr
2 4 111ex 1 hr. per wk placing &
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in

Santa Clara
GERMAN ENGLISH Typing
$1 pg Imp
professional gualny
Free pick up & delivery on campus

65
spaced taco type
"owes per linel ?O d0 free disk
Cinsette tranwription
storage
e voilable Neer Almaden Expwy L
’double

Tutoring in Italian & German *so
Call .kranne after 5 pm st 293
7410

15151 National Ave

ACCURATE
TYPING
that
tops
Tr.,
Tony
298
2087
CioubN sewed 8150
page Resume. 8500 Available 7
deys weekly All work guaranteed
IBM Correcting Salectric

vitelite, Certified massage mach
no0e. offers nonsexual heeling
bodywork Specialiting in eruct..

MASTERPIECE TYPING for Mat PER
FERCT PAPER. Professional wont
guaranteed
Theses papers re
on IBM ’electric Proofreed
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9I1111710/
and spelling un

Branham In Guaranteed mock re
turn on Si petters Pho. 264
0504
DEPENDABLE TYPING free pick up Er
II 50,ds
delivery on camp.

movements

page 10 yrs exp Oliveto elect.
nic Samples wed for review Coll
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SJSU

trate thesis Excellence in word
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Rewh uat
14081 241 0503 Call on MerrieN

QUALITY TYPING SERVICE. rsurnw
won PPere business letters etc
o I Do not take
Overnight
Papa’s that .ed to be returned the
same day Close to SJSU f

EDITING’WORD PROCESSING, IBM
wimp help w gramme. sentence
structure

en- on request (Sp
Campbell
?owed formats
APAI Tenn papers resumes etc
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rates Call Cethy .1 911 9315
RENEE’S RESUME DESIGN Dynamic
personalited graphics ccdorlut for
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Call Janice
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Enterpose

FREE FACIAL L MAKEOVER ktwon"
lotion in tette better r isr of your
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A

complete

word pro

EXPERIENCED
your
Mews

mat and well orgenued copy that
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*I
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16911 0.0 Dare to be remernheredi’
nun IL of tomorrow
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SECRETARY

tV,9
resumes
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A GOLD MEDAL fen*, for your wed
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FOR

acct.’s
APA

81 50 page !double spaced
typel Call 120 8635

[

Sat ’Sun 998 0426

THE BUSINESS EDGE cleric* support
service word processing. typing
Ore.,: term papers f10116
TYCO

mor

Special student rates

287 6050

gustily lest and accuretei low
rates 1111 25fpag double spaced’
Resumes from 8500 Call Pen, et

today

located

near

campus
SUNNYVALE VALICO

Marcie

word

TYPING

THESIS

term papers

end few Very reasonabie
I.1.5 Phone 269 8674
WANT IT TYPED RIGHT Call WOOD
Type Rates by page hour Of mb
Composition editing and typing
20 yrs wow Berbers 972 9430
WORD MAGIC Word Processing Sew
ic. Thesis dissertation’ reports
Large document pecialist
Res
sons.. rates Prompt and etc
rate turnaround Please caN 578
1772 217 1680
WORD PROCESSING

student papers
reports stelistirel typing and bust
new Call Kw in Willow Glen at
267 5247

WORD PROCESSING" The ultimo. in
professional typing
Guaranteed
error Its.
Reesonable
student
rates Pick up end dolmen, an*
able Cell Cindy et 274 5604
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son Part time we hours Cell

etc 1

Lo
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wanted Hair reappear. With My

after school

ROOM TO F

WE NEED SPERM DONORS. AN feces

tones Let me permanently remove
your unwanted halt Ichn.11150,,
moustache

296 32240, leave message

El Comma and Lawrence lap

14151964 7572
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INSTRUCTOR for chit
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dren in the SOO Jose area No lea
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hem wo In tumbling & must love

for
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III Clear Video Production. et
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Food Services 277 3163
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$1 50 page
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processing
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tummy

BOX
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Chock turn around
San
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ITALIAN
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Please call
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MOVEMENT FROM SET Library Will Close WESTERN NATURESTUDY Spartan Gridders Ready
During Evenings; BunrAKtPU will
To Give Indians Battle
REQUIREMENTSRESULTS Students
fill_ CONTINUE
Protest
In First Game Saturday
IN NEW COURSE HERE
PUBLICATION OF BOOKS’ Building
DeGroot Depending
Four Instructors Added
To College Faculty
In New Program
Leading a movement among
the California state colleges away
from set requirements, in order to
allow the student a certain amount
of license in choosing his field, San
Jose State is this year developing
four new and comprehensive courses; photography, journalism, aviation, and radio.
Visual Education has been introduced in the curriculu with the appointment of George Stone, photographic expert, to the Natural Science staff. Under his direction specialized courses wil be added for
the advanced student in addition to
the elementary course offered last
year. The two-year terminal course
in photography given before had
already been pronounced the best
available anywhere, by one authority.
Professional Photographer
Mr. Stone is an experienced professional photographer, although
he is also a science major with
an M.A. in zoology, and quite
frankly admits that photography is
only a hobby with him.
"Although I’ve only been here
a day." he said when questioned,
"to all appearances, this class is
headed toward a good time. The elementary five-unit course will be
given complete every quarter. This
quarter’s work will be limited to
pictorial and portrait work as well
Next
as some landscape study.
quarter we will study commercial
illustrations, and the third quarter
will be limited to the technical
(Continued on Page Three)

PEP RALLY BRINGS
INTEREST TO PEAK
FOR INDIAN CLASH
Determined that Dud DeGroot’s
Spartan eleven should trounce the
Stanford Indian in their annual
grid classic Saturday afternoon,
students of San Jose State ushered in the first pep rally of the
year Thursday evening in the Morrig Da i!ey Auditorium.
Featuring talks by Dr. T.W.
MacQuarrie, preadent of the col!erre. and Ronald Linn, student
body president, the rally was Mgrif,rant for the fact that yell
It
howard Burns made his
appearance in this capacity.
f?,ings. yells and the usual noise
v.,1.’ accordingly more vociferous
gallant gesture of farewell
dcparting cheer leader.
talks given ny Head Coach
I
DeGroot, Coach Bill Huband Captain "Si" Simoni re( iv.:(I hearty response from the
ootball-mad crowd, and enthusiasm reached a peak with the
contributions of the .Spartan band.
Emile Bouret and Irvan Beaulieu
famous campus piano team, proved popular favorites on the program, receiving repeated encores
for their novelty numbers.
An "after-rally" dance provided
the appropriate conclusion to the
evening’s festivities.

Because students have been inconsiderate in the use of the library during the evenings, the Library staff has deemed is wise to
close the library at night. Since
then many students have protested
the move on the grounds that it is
unfair to those who have work.
Inconspicuously tucked in a sec"We are not unwilling to reopen ond story wing of the Science
Numerous improvements were
the library at night," Miss Joyce Building, the
Western
Nature made on the campus this summer
Backus, head librarian, stated yes- Study Bureau is one of the in- In the main bulding, the women’s
terday, "providing the time is well teresting and far-flung expansions gym, and on the campus grounds.
spent. As it has been we have in the growth of the natural sci- Alterations in the library were
spent about one tenth of our time ences department of the college.
made to install the "closed shelf’
Through a comprehensive pro- system. Book stacks were moved
for evening service and students
have used that time as a social gram of illustrated books, photo- into the old Education library, and
graphs of natural life, and film a new system of issuing books will
meeting hour."
According to some of the mem- strips, all a product of the com- be used.
bers of the Student Council, it is bined efforts of the natural science
The former reserve library in
thought that the students would department, the bureau is able to the Art wing, has been made into
agree to cooperate with the lib- supply the educational demands of a Little Theater, with the instalrarians so that they might use the nature study problems distinctly lation of a small stage, and will
related to the west coast.
library at night.
be used by the Speech Arts departBy means of complete mailing ment. All reserve books are now
Ronald Linn
"The library should by all means facilities, the bureau contacts even available upstairs over the main
be open evenings for those stu- the most remote areas, thus offer- library. Two rooms have been condents who want to use it as a ing to interested teachers, stu- nected to form one large "U-shapplace of study," comments Stu- dents and laymen the latest of ed" room.
Remodeling has been completed
dent Body President Ronald Linn. ’ scientific references.
Educational studies strictly con- in the second story of the Art
"Unfortunately, however, an increasing number of students have cerning the west coast natural his- building to better arrange the
been using the library more as a tory have never been prepared un- rooms for enlarged classes. New
til the natural science department linoleum has ben laid on both
(Continued on Page Three)
of the college undertook the task, floors. A scuipured mural, made
and the result is a series of three last year by Robert Arabia, has
distinct references.
been hung over the Art building
Western Nature Study ser- entrance.
ies issued two years ago in the
The Spartan Daily office has
form of bulletins, are now offered been moved to the new -PublicaIn book form, and describe the tions headquarters in
room 17.
Want a pipe course?
flora and fauna of the west coast. New furniture and additional typeThen don’t take journalism!
(Continued on Page Seven)
’ writers have also been installed.
Here’s why, .says Dwight BenGrass is now being planted to
tel, journalism department head.
replace the final unplanted square
"A newspaperman must know
stirrounding the music building.
something about everything.
summer
Besides the customary
"Nothing is more embarrassing,
cleaning of all buildings, the intermore ridiculous, and less profitior of the women’s gym has been
able than to interview a man when
Tryouts for San Jose Players, newly painted.
you know nothing of the subjects
in which he is interested or for the dramatic organization of State,
will be held in the Little Theater
which he is famous.
"And a newspaperman in the on Thursday and Friday afternoons
course of his work finds it neces- of next week, September 27 and
sary to interview and to talk with 28 from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Those
men and women in all walks of interested in trying out for the
The first regular meeting of
organization may secure tryout
life," he confided.
student council for the fall
the
from
Miss
Jenks,
or
Mr.
In preparation for newspaper 1copies
quarter was called to order by
work a wide variety of subjects Gillis in the’ Little Theater building.
I
The season of six plays is cast president Ronald Linn Wednesday
must be mastered.
and
produced by this group of night( September 19, at 7:30 in
Still think journalism a cinch?
students. One-act plays will be the old La Torre office.
Just scan the list of subjects deThe first business of the evenproduced outside of the organiclared essential by Dwight Bentel.
zation under the direction of Mr. ing was the election of a secPlenty of economics. The more
Mendenhall of the Speech Arts retary. Evelyn Cavala was elected
the better, with emphasis on poli department. All other productions on a white ballot.
itical economy.
A motion was made, seconded
come under the auspices of the
elementary I San Jose Players, and the
An
Psychology.
direction land carried that Rae Dobyns,
course or two. Then a little bon- I of Mr. Gillis, director of players. vice-president, be granted a leave
ing on abnormal psychology. Swell. Tryouts for the organization are of absence for the fall quarter
All newspapermen are abnormal. held but twice a year, one in because of student teaching.
Or subnormal. Not normal, any. September and one in February.
Barbara Bruch was elected by
way.
I
The tryout will consist of read- the Council to fill the remaining
English, of course. And lots of ing of two speeches specified in place.
President Linn spoke of the imreading. And try to remember all the tryout blanks. Students who
the one and two syllable words. wish to take written
tryouts portance of upholding the conForget the others. You will any- in any of the fields of production stitution. Visitors will be welcome
way.
such as scene design. stagecraft, at all meetings. Under announceAnd here’s an easy one. Physics. costuming, etc., may do so at the ments, there was the Freshman
Real fun for the fellow who’s same time. Those taking the writ- party which is to be held Friday
lazy. Try it sometime. Then smoke ten tryouts must pass two in or- night, September 91. Evelyn Cavala is in charge of the party.
a well. known cigarette by the der to gain membership.
carton.
Students desiring to try out Bill Moore is in charge of the
for
Thursday
Then there are the courses in should obtain the tryout blanks rally, scheduled
newspaper writing and editing. and then sign up on the speech night, September 20.
the
band
Transportation for
assign- bulletin board, near room 185 for
newswriting
Plus daily
ments, or for the more energetic an appointment for the tryout. this coming Saturday by the fasoul, an editorship.
The committee will be composed - culty was discussed, and Hugh
Staffelbach was appointed by the
And that’s just the groundwork of Mr. Mendenhall, Mr. McCoard
and Mr. Gillis, all of the Speech president to put notices in all
of a course in journalism.
(Continued on Page Eight)
department.
Still think journalism a pipe?

Film Strip Service Is
Important Offering
Of Department

Changes
N ew Lawn, Dress
Campus For Fall

Want a ’Pipe’ Course?
Don’t ’Fake Journalism
Advises Dwight Bentel

San Jose Players Open
Membership Tryouts
During Next Week

Evelyn Cavala Chosen
Secretary of Student
Body at Council Meet

on

Speed In Hopes
Hop
For Victory
By Gil Bishop
Climaxing two weeks of strenuous preparation the Spartan head
man of football, Coach Dudley DeGroot, will pilot his charges into
their opening fray of the 1934
football season tomorrow.
Down on the greensward of the
Stanford stadium, San Jose State,
a ,"David" fazing the Goliath of
Pacific coast football,
Stanford
University, will make an heroic
bid for a spot in the football limelight.
Faced by an almost over-awing
array of returning Stanford stars,
STARTING LINEUPS
SAN JOSE
STANFORD
Laughlin
REL
Moscrip
Leo
..RTL
Reynolds
Pore
RGL
Adams
Whitaker
Brandin
Cannell
LGR
Rouble
Simoni (capt) LTR
Calloway
Baracchi
LER
Topping
Shehtanian
Alustiza
McLachlan
RH L
Van Dellen
Watson
LHR
Hamilton
tackdalc
Graysot
the Gold and White bases its hApes
upon a fast -breaking attack designed to out-speed the red-shirted
(Continued on Page Five)

ALL TYPES OF JOBS
OFFERED BY SERA
TO NEEDY AT S. J.
Government funds will take care
of 315 student jobs here this year,
according to Miss Helen Dimmick,
dean of women. About 160 of these
will be women.
Types of work range from work
on the grounds through clerical
work, cleaning laboratories, copyinventories,
making
ing music,
mending books, and sewing curtains.
Students desiring, work apply
to the dean of Men and the Dean
of women.
According to government regulations 50 per cent of the students
working for government funds
must be students who were not
registered in any college last JanWith few exceptions, stuuary.
dents must have an average of C
or better. All students put to work
must carry ten units.
As applications are far in excess of the number of positions to
be filled, students are selected first
according to their need, and second according to their fitness for
the type of work available.
In addition to the S.E.R.A. jobs
the deans are placing students in
regular part-time jobs not paid*
for from government funds. About
120 girls will be given places where
they may work for their room
and board.
The deans are very anxious to
get in touch with persons who have
any type of work which students
may do. Many girls are available
for housework and child care.

